
 
 
 
 
 
 
This article begins by discussing the nature of “civility”, the art of being civil in personal 
relations as well as relations to society, and asks us to recall Montessori’s belief in the 
dignity of life, and the nobility of the child.   
 
Ludic examines the practices and structures of the Children’s House (CH) that aid in the 
social development of the child, and compares these same concepts to their application in 
the Adolescent Program (AP). 
 

 Reality of Place: (CH) Children’s House serves as a safe place, where things are 
prepared and directed to meet the needs of the child’s holistic 
development. 
(AP) A community of peers is important at this age.  The 
adolescent can be involved as a contributing member of a 
working community in a place - not just a space – a community 
that is real, and that is home. 

 
 Nobility of Work: (CH) The child comes to hold work as a respected ethic and a joy 

as the mind is developed through the use of the hands. 
  (AP) Work with the hands and with the intellect tests the strength 

and perseverance of the adolescent.  The sense of independence 
gained is of enormous importance.  Seeing that she can 
accomplish a complex task helps to build the adolescent’s 
confidence.  Adults enable the adolescent to grow into this 
awareness and then trustingly hand over tasks for the adolescent 
to successfully complete. 

 
 Mindfulness of 

 Movement: (CH) The child comes to understand the wonder of her body and 
its power, and begins to connect with space in a new way. 

  (AP) It becomes important for the adolescent to work within 
cooperative and collective projects.  “Movement” becomes not 
only physical, but social as well. 

 
 
 

 Savoring of Silence: (CH) The will is strengthened by placing value on the ideas of 
quiet and control of the body. 
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  (AP) Adolescents need guidance to recognize the value of silent 
thought and its power to help them discern who they are, and 
who they might become. 

 
 Beauty of Language: (CH) 3-6 year old children discover writing and build an 

expanded verbal language. 
  (AP) The adolescent continues to develop vocabulary, but also 

now the rules of appropriate, mature and respectful verbal 
engagement. 

 
 Grace and Courtesy: (CH) Children are led to a sense of the value of others.  This 

begins to incarnate as respect. 
  (AP) The adolescent begins to fully engage the idea of civil and 

appropriate behavior.  We help the adolescent to consider why 
people engage in civil behavior, and provide opportunities to use 
social skills appropriately and successfully. 

 
 Order in the  

 Environment: (CH) The order of the prepared environment gives the child a 
sense of stability. 

  (AP) The physical environment becomes crucial as adolescents 
begin to live and work in community.  This same need for order 
is now also applied to their increasingly complex social 
relationships. 

 
 Culture: (CH) The absorbent mind is at work here, whereby the child 

becomes a member of a culture and internalizes the rudiments of 
society. 

  (AP) The adolescent begins to analyze societal standards and 
culture in relation to principals of justice and individual liberty.  
What will she accept?  What will she question? 

 
 Care of Self and 

 the Environment: (CH) As the child experiences order, she comes to love it, to be 
part of it, and to work to preserve it. 

  (AP) At this level, the root of caring for self and environment is 
about adolescents’ increased awareness of who they are, and the 
dignity they are destined to assume in the world.  There is a 
sense of community responsibility that provides support for the 
emergence of disciplined behavior. 

 
By engaging and encouraging these things, we help the adolescent to recognize her role  
as a powerful human being. We help her to experience, in adult-like ways, the roles and 
responsibilities that enable her to use her freedom and free will for the good of the 
society. 
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